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Abstract One common characteristic of research works focused on fairness evalua-
tion (in machine learning) is that they call for some form of parity (equality) either in
treatment – meaning they ignore the information about users’ memberships in pro-
tected classes during training – or in impact – by enforcing proportional beneficial
outcomes to users in different protected classes. In the recommender systems com-
munity, fairness has been studied with respect to both users’ and items’ memberships
in protected classes defined by some sensitive attributes (e.g., gender or race for users,
revenue in a multi-stakeholder setting for items). Again here, the concept has been
commonly interpreted as some form of equality – i.e., the degree to which the sys-
tem is meeting the information needs of all its users in an equal sense. In this work,
we propose a probabilistic framework based on Generalized Cross Entropy (GCE)
to measure fairness of a given recommendation model. The framework comes with a
suite of advantages: first, it allows the system designer to define and measure fairness
for both users and items and can be applied to any classification task; second, it can
incorporate various notions of fairness as it does not rely on specific and pre-defined
probability distributions and they can be defined at design time; finally, in its design
it uses a gain factor, which can be flexibly defined to contemplate different accuracy-
related metrics to measure fairness upon decision-support metrics (e.g., precision,
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recall) or rank-based measures (e.g., NDCG, MAP). An experimental evaluation on
four real-world datasets show the nuances captured by our proposed metric regarding
fairness on different user and item attributes, where nearest-neighbor recommenders
tend to obtain good results under equality constraints. We observed that when the
users are clustered based on both their interaction with the system and other sensi-
tive attributes, such as age or gender, algorithms with similar performance values get
different behaviors with respect to user fairness due to the different way they process
data for each user cluster.

1 Introduction

The use of recommender systems (RS) has expanded dramatically over the last decade,
mostly due to their enormous business value. According to the statistics revealed by
Netflix, 75% of the downloads and rentals come from their recommendation service.
This is a clear mark of the strategic importance of such a service in several compa-
nies [2,52]. The success of RS is commonly measured by how well they are capable
of making accurate predictions, i.e., items that users will likely interact with, pur-
chase, or consume. Hence, the main effort of the research community over the last
decade has been devoted to improving the utility of recommendations often measured
in terms of effectiveness as well as to address beyond-accuracy aspects (e.g., novelty
or diversity).

Collaborative filtering (CF) models such as standard SVD1, SVD++ [57], WRMF
[65,49], SLIM [64], NeuralCF [47], and JSR [86] lie at the core of most modern rec-
ommender systems (RS) due to their good performance of recommendation accuracy.
Besides, a growing number of research works have leveraged different types of con-
textual information or external knowledge sources, such as knowledge bases/graphs,
multimedia, user-generated tags, and, reviews among others, as additional informa-
tion beyond the user-item interaction matrix to further enhance the final utility of
recommendation.

While recommendation models have reached a remarkable level of maturity in
terms of effectiveness/performance in many application scenarios, at the same time,
concerns have been recently raised on the fairness of the recommendation models. As
a matter of fact, recommendation algorithms, like other machine learning algorithms,
are prone to imperfections due to algorithmic biases or biases in data. As stated by
Barocas et al. [17] “data can imperfect the algorithms in ways that allow these al-
gorithms to inherit the prejudices of prior decision-makers”. Since RS assist users in
many decision-making and mission-critical tasks such as medical, financial, or job-
related ones [79,75], unfair recommendation could have far-reaching consequences,
impacting people’s lives and putting minority groups at a major disadvantage.

In the past, the notion of unfair recommendation was often associated with a
non-uniform distribution of the benefits among different groups of users and items,
as in [41], where the authors studied this issue for users of different demographic
groups. Interestingly, many works in the last years have gone beyond this view and,

1 https://sifter.org/~simon/journal/20061211.html
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nowadays, fairness, and, analogously, unfairness can be defined as adopting more
fine-grained and non-uniform perspectives. As a consequence, measuring fairness is
becoming more complex especially if one wants to quantify it.

Furthermore, according to [84,85], we can classify the most popular notions of
unfairness used in the literature as disparate treatment and disparate impact. Their
common characteristic is that they both call for some form of parity (equality), either
by ignoring user’s membership in protected classes (parity in treatment) or enforc-
ing parity in the fractions of users belonging to different protected classes, receiving
beneficial outcomes (parity in impact). Under an operational lens, we may say that
parity in treatment refers to the training phase of a model while parity in impact to its
usage. Although they look tightly connected, we know that parity in treatment does
not necessarily imply a parity in impact.

From a recommender systems perspective, where users are first-class citizens,
there are multiple stakeholders, which raise fairness issues that can be studied for
more than one group of participants [25]. Previous work on fairness evaluation in RS
has mostly interpreted fairness as some form of equality across multiple groups (e.g.,
gender, race). For example, Ekstrand et al. [41] studied whether RS produce equal
utility for users of different demographic groups. In addition, Yao and Huang [82]
studied various types of unfairness that can occur in collaborative filtering models
where, to produce fair recommendations, the authors proposed to penalize algorithms
producing disparate distributions of prediction error. Nonetheless, although less com-
mon, there are a few works where fairness has been defined beyond uniformity [20,
74,87]. For instance, Biega et al. [20] concentrate on discovering the relation be-
tween relevance and attention in search (information retrieval). During a search ses-
sion, searchers are subject to a high degree of positional bias due to paying much
more attention to the top-ranked items than lower-ranked items. As a consequence,
despite having a proper ranking based on relevance, lower-ranked items receive dis-
proportionately less attention than they deserve. Their proposed approach promotes
the notion that ranked subjects should receive the attention that is proportional to
their worthiness in a given search scenario and achieve fairness of attention by mak-
ing exposure proportional to relevance. These research works, however, have focused
on fairness from different perspectives and for different purposes.

In the present work, we argue that fairness does not necessarily imply equal-
ity between groups, but instead the proper distribution of utility (benefits) based on
merits and needs. As an example, within a commercial system, we expect to have a
different behavior between premium and free users. In such cases, we should not be
surprised by the different resulting utility values for the two classes of users. Starting
from this idea, we mainly focus on quantifying unfairness in recommendation sys-
tems, and we propose a probabilistic framework based on Generalized Cross Entropy
(GCE) to measure fairness (or unfairness) of a given recommendation model that can
be applied to diverse recommendation scenarios. This is a general approach that can
be easily adapted to any classification task. Our framework allows the designer to
define and measure fairness for groups of users (samples in a generic classification
task) and for groups of items (target in a classification task). Moreover, the proposed
framework is particularly flexible in the definition of different notions of fairness as it
does not rely on specific and predefined probability distributions but they can be de-
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fined at design time. This lets the designer consider equality- and non-equality-based
fairness notions adopting a single and unified perspective. The main characteristics
of the proposed framework can be summarized as follows

– A large portion of previous work defines fairness as some form of equality across
multiple groups (e.g., gender, race) [41]. However, as pointed out by some re-
searchers [44,82], fairness is not necessarily equivalent to equality. The proposed
framework is sufficiently flexible to allow designers to define fairness based on a
given arbitrary probabilistic distribution (in which uniform distribution is equiv-
alent to equality in fairness).

– As a general remark, the proposed fairness-evaluation metric comes with a suite
of other advantages compared to prior art:
1. It incorporates a gain factor in its design, which can be flexibly defined to

contemplate different accuracy-related metrics to measure fairness. Exam-
ples of such measures are recommendation count (focused on global count of
recommendations), decision-support metrics (e.g., precision, recall) or rank-
based metrics (e.g., nDCG, MAP). Prior art usually focuses on one of these
aspects), which makes our approach more encompassing and general (cf. Sec-
tion 2).
The introduction of the gain factor derives from the assumption that user satis-
faction can be defined in many different ways. Based on the specific scenario,
a certain metric could be more useful than others, and, as a consequence, the
considered gain factor should differ. Additionally, the generalization of the
gain factor allows the designer to adopt ranking-based gains like nDCG. This
opens up new interesting perspectives. Let us suppose we would like to mea-
sure fairness for different groups of items adopting nDCG as a gain factor. If
the adopted probability distribution is not equal among groups, the GCE value
will be related to the average position of the items of specific groups in the
recommendation lists. The GCE will then measure if a recommender system
is promoting relevant items from specific groups to users.

2. Unlike most previous works that solely focused on either user fairness or
item fairness, the proposed framework integrates both user-related and item-
related notions of fairness. Also, we choose to evaluate fairness considering
the various item and user attributes (more specifically, price, year, and popu-
larity for items, and happiness, helpfulness, interactions, age, and gender for
users), showing how the different RS behave in this respect. This brings our
work closer to multiple stakeholder settings where benefits of multiple par-
ties involved in the recommendation process should be considered (refer to
Section 2 for more details).

3. A critical characteristic of a suitable evaluation metric is their interpretability
and explainability power. Generalized Cross-Entropy is designed based on
theoretical foundations, which makes it easy to understand and interpret.

The main contributions of this paper are developed around the following research
questions:

RQ1. How to define a fairness evaluation metric that considers different notions of
fairness (not only equality)? We propose a probabilistic framework for evaluating
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RS fairness based on attributes of any nature (e.g., sensitive or insensitive) for
both items or users. We show that the proposed framework is flexible enough
to measure fairness in RS by considering it as equality or non-equality among
groups, as specified by the system designer or any other parties involved in a
multi-stakeholder setting.

RQ2. How do classical recommendation models behave in terms of such an evalu-
ation metric, especially under non-equality definitions of fairness? Some studies
have been developed under different definitions of fairness, however, in this pa-
per, we shall focus on comparing the effect that equality vs. non-equality notions
of fairness may have on classical families of recommendation algorithms.

RQ3. Which user and item attributes are more sensitive to different notions of fair-
ness? Which attribute/recommendation-algorithm combination is more prone to
produce fair/unfair recommendations? Since fairness can be defined according to
different user or item attributes, we aim to study the sensitivity of recommenda-
tion algorithms with respect to these parameters under the proposed probabilistic
framework.

We answered the above research questions by performing extensive experiments
on four well-known datasets: Amazon Toys & Games, Amazon Video Games, Amazon
Electronics, and MovieLens-1M. We tuned several well-known baseline recom-
menders, including item and user-based nearest neighbors [72,24] and matrix fac-
torization as well as other techniques that optimize ranking [57,69,64], which were
evaluated by exploiting the proposed framework to measure fairness.

To address the second research question, we considered uniform and non-uniform
distributions among groups. This gave us a clear idea about how these classic recom-
menders behave. The third research question was addressed considering an adequate
number of items and users attributes. We considered three attributes for items (Price,
Year, and Popularity), and five attributes for users (Happiness, Helpfulness, Interac-
tions, Age, and Gender). While Popularity, Happiness, and Interactions are derived
from the original user-item matrix, Price and Helpfulness are two attributes that are,
at the same time, dataset-specific, and sensitive attributes; moreover, Age and Gender
are two user attributes that are generally considered as sensitive, because of that they
are not available in all the datasets, although it should not be too difficult to gather in
any recommender system. This research question imposed to re-evaluate all the base-
line eight times. However, this effort is paid back by results. On the one hand, they
show that some recommenders make large use of popularity and they show a non-
uniform behavior. On the other hand, some interesting similarities between different
attributes emerged, resulting in recommenders that are more or less prone to produce
better recommendations for groups of users or items, according to these attributes.

2 Background and Prior Art

In this section, we briefly review different notions of fairness and the trade-off be-
tween fairness and accuracy-oriented metrics explored in the literature.
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2.1 Fairness notions

Machine learning (ML) is now involved in life-affecting decision points such as crim-
inal risk prediction, credit risk assessments, housing allocation, loan qualification pre-
diction, or hiring decision making [75,79]. As ML is increasingly being employed to
ease or automate decision making for humans, some concerns have been recently
raised on fairness of such models. Over the last decade, a growing number of re-
search articles in the ML community have focused on defining appropriate notions of
fairness and then developing models to ensure fairness in automated decision making
(DM). Awareness on fairness and ethics in information retrieval has been raised by
Belkin and Robertson already in 1976 [18]. Generally, the current notions of fairness
are mainly influenced by the concept of discrimination in social sciences, law and
economy [32]. For instance, back in the 90’s there was interest to measure the dis-
tribution of personal characteristics such as income or wealth for a given population.
As a result, the concept of unfairness (or discrimination) referred to disproportionate
distribution of these resources.2

Defining fairness in an algorithmic context is a subject of debate by members of
the computer science community. The work by Verma et al., [79] provides the most
prominent definitions of fairness for algorithmic DM in the context of classification
task. Here we look more carefully into two important notions of fairness in the ML
literature [84,85], that call for some form of parity (i.e., equality), either in treatment,
in impact or both:

1. Treatment disparity: Anti-discrimination laws [1,17] in many countries prohibit
unfair treatment of individuals based on their membership in protected classes
(e.g., gender, race). A DM system is called to suffer from disparate treatment if
the decision an individual receives changes with changes on her sensitive attribute
information. In other words, individuals that share similar non-sensitive charac-
teristics (e.g., qualification) are expected to receive similar decision outcomes
irrespective of their sensitive attribute information such as gender or race [42,
84].

2. Impact disparity: A DM system is called to suffer from disparate impact when
the decision outcomes disproportionately benefit or hurt users of certain sensitive
feature value groups (e.g., women or black). In other words, “different sensitive
attribute groups are expected to receive beneficial decision outcomes in similar
proportions” [42].

As it can be noted, there exists an inevitable trade-off between such definitions of
fairness that makes simultaneous control of them a challenging task. To provide the
reader with an intuitive insight about fairness in treatment and impact, we present the
following illustrating example.
Example 1. To better understand the difference between treatment and impact dis-
parity, let us consider an example from automated DM for university admission pro-
cess in which fairness in treatment implies that the DM system reviews each candi-
date profile with similar evaluation criteria, for instance: (i) candidate’s grade-point

2 The terms “poverty”, “welfare” or “inequality” were used interchangeably in the economy litera-
ture [31,32] when referring to discrimination or unfairness.
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average (GPA) and (ii) her score on TOEFL or IELTS language tests. Therefore, to
achieve fairness in treatment, the system has to merely look at candidate’s merits
and qualifications in making the final decision, as though the system does not have
access to sensitive attribute information (and thus cannot make use of it). Despite
this fact, disregarding the sensitive attribute information can lead to impact disparity
since automated DM systems often utilize historical training data, which can be bi-
ased or noisy. Ignoring sensitive attribute information here can imply unfairly treating
a candidate for instance because she was unfairly treated in the past.

Fairness in outcome attempts to build a situated DM system that can accommo-
date for situational/contextual characteristics. This for instance can mean that the
DM system (in the example) would take into account that some candidates might
have had a disadvantaged background by acknowledging that they did not have equal
opportunity to standard education or other resources; as a result, for candidates with
such background information, different requirements are adopted by the selection
committee when reviewing their profiles. Similarly here, using sensitive information
can cause disparate treatment. Thus, we can conclude that controlling for both notions
of fairness is a difficult task [5].

Although the above notions proposed in prior studies provide an attractive view-
point, they often lack flexibility with respect to one or more of the following aspects:

1. They are specifically designed for classification problems and define fairness
based on the results of confusion matrix.

2. Fairness is measured with respect to instances of the training data.

In the following, we would discuss further dimensions related to fairness and accu-
racy of ML and RS.

2.2 Fairness and accuracy trade-off

Recommender systems help users in many decision-making and mission-critical tasks
such as entertainment, medical, financial, or job-related applications. One of the key
success indicators of RS is linked with the fact that they can alleviate the information
overload pressure on information seekers by offering suggestions that match their
tastes or preferences. It is common to measure the quality of a personalized recom-
mendation algorithm in terms of relevance (e.g., personalized ranking) metrics. In
domains such as news, books, movies, and music where the individual preference
is paramount, providing personalized recommendations can increase users’ trust in
and engagement with the system. These are important factors to motivate users to
stay in and keep receiving recommendations, resulting in loyalty in the long term and
offering benefits to different parties involved in a recommendation setting such as
consumers, suppliers, the system designer and other related services. Even in sensi-
tive domains such as job recommendation, where fair opportunities to job seekers is
desired, personalization can be relevant, e.g., a job-seeker might be willing to com-
pensate salary with the distance factor or other benefits.

Nonetheless, blindly optimizing for accuracy-oriented metrics (or consumer rel-
evance) may have adverse or unfavorable impacts on the fairness aspect of recom-
mendations [63], e.g., in the employment recommendation context, certain genders
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or users from certain areas might be more likely to be recommended a job due to their
behavioral differencesand past information collected from users with the same char-
acteristics. For example, male users or users from certain regions with a high-speed
internet connection may produce more clicks compared to others. A system optimiz-
ing for consumer relevance (understood as the number of clicks logged by the system)
might be unfair to less active users such as females or people from areas with less in-
ternet activity thereby placing these groups at an unfair disadvantage. There exists an
undeniable uncertainty in models trained on the data, e.g., since there are less data for
women (in our example) or regions with less internet connectivity — as they interact
less often with the system — they are more susceptible to receive low-quality recom-
mendations. On the other hand, exposing all users equally might have a detrimental
impact on the relevance and eventual consumer satisfaction. This inadvertently leads
to a trade-off between relevance/personalization and fairness, since the more weight
the former receives, the more exposed under-represented users would become, lead-
ing to unfair situations.

In the field of ML, Zafar et al., [83] propose a framework for modeling fair-
ness versus accuracy trade-off in a classifier that suffers from disparate mistreatment.
The proposed systems takes into account fairness and accuracy of classification in a
unified system by casting them in a convex-concave optimization formulation. This
results in improving the fairness criterion of classification system in which disparate
mistreatment on false positive and false negative rates are eliminated. The frame-
work allows to measure unfairness in situations where sensitive attributes of protected
classes might not be accessible for reasons such as privacy or disparate treatment
laws [17] prohibiting their use. In [42], Grgic-Hlaca et al., propose a fairness-aware
DM system that focuses on the fairness of outcomes of ML systems. This work in-
troduces insights into a new notion of fairness named fairness in DM (or process
fairness), which rely on humans’ moral judgments or instincts about the fairness of
utilizing input attributes in a DM scenario. To this end, this work introduces different
measures to model individual’s moral sense in deciding whether it is fair to use vari-
ous input features in the DM process. The authors show that it is possible to obtain a
near-optimal trade-off between process fairness and accuracy of a classifier over the
set of features and provide the empirical evidence.

In the neighboring field of information retrieval, several works have studied fair-
ness, for instance, to investigate relevance-fairness trade-off by Mehrotra et al. [62]
via auditing search engine performance for fairness, and by Biega et al. [20] as well
as Singh and Joachims [74] that study fairness in the ranking. Finally, we can mention
a fresh perspective on the subject of fairness studied in sociology/economy e.g., by
Abebe et al., [8] that propose an approach based on the fair division of resources.

The majority of the above works focused on fairness from the perspective of users
(or user fairness). On the research works that focus on the other fairness recipient, we
can name the work by Mehrotra et al., [63], which exclusively focuses on supplier
fairness in marketplaces. In [76] Sühr et al., investigate the means to achieve two-
sided fairness, in a ride-hailing platform by spreading fairness over time showing
that this approach can enhance the overall utility for the drivers and the passenger.
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2.3 From reciprocal recommendation to multiple stakeholders

Reciprocal recommendation views RS as systems fulfilling dual goals; the first goal
is associated with satisfying customers’ preference — i.e., user-centered utility —
while the other purpose is quite often related to the value of recommendations to the
vendors — i.e., vendor-centered utility (e.g., profitability) [10]. Reciprocal recom-
mendation regards the recommendation in most scenarios similar to a transaction and
states that in generating recommendation, bilateral considerations should be made,
meaning that the recommendations must be appealing to both parties involved in a
transaction. On the domains, which use reciprocal recommendation we can name
on-line dating, on-line advertising, scientific collaboration and so on [25]. Maintain-
ing a balance between the user and the vendor-centered utilities is the focal atten-
tion of RS acknowledging this viewpoint to the recommendation. In [10], Akoglu
et al., propose ValuePick, a framework that integrates the proximity to a target user
and the global value of a network to recommend relevant nodes within a network.
Several approaches have been proposed to combine the utilities as mentioned above
to either optimize profitability or to generate a win-win situation for providers and
consumers [50] – according to which recommended items are ranked, see, e.g., [50,
29,66]. From a technical perspective, various approaches are proposed for instance,
based on the heuristic scoring model [29], mathematical optimization model [10,14,
36], reinforcement learning [73,55], and more complex models. Some approaches
have attempted to place into a mathematical optimization problem additional con-
straints such as consumer budget and other decision factors, for example, customer
satisfaction levels [80]. Systems designed to meet the requirements of multiple stake-
holders are referred to as multi-stakeholder recommender systems (MRS) [26]. MRS
can be seen as an extension to reciprocal recommendation where the system must
account for the needs of more than just the two transacting parties. For instance,
Etsy [4] is an e-commerce website focused on handmade products and craft supplies.
The recommender system platform in Etsy provides recommendations from small-
scale artisans to consumers (shoppers). Hence, the recommender system on such a
website needs to deal with the needs of both consumers and sellers [59]. Accord-
ing to Burke et al., [26], we can classify multiple stakeholders involved in an MRS
into three main groups: consumers, providers, and the platform (the system). Fair-
ness is a multisided concept in which the impact of the recommendation on multiple
groups of individuals must be considered. The authors propose to study the fairness
issues relative to each one of these groups according to (i) consumers (C-fairness),
(ii) providers (P-fairness), and (iii) both (CP-fairness). The authors propose balanced
neighborhoods, a mechanism to make a reasonable trade-off between personalization
vs. fairness of recommendation outcomes.

Several works have been proposed for evaluating recommendations in MRS. In [7,
27,89] the authors suggest a utility-based framework for representing multiple stake-
holders. As an example, in [89] Zheng et al., propose a utility-based framework for
MRS for personalized learning. Specifically, a recommender system is built for sug-
gesting course projects to students by accounting both the student preferences and the
instructors’ expectations in the model. The model aims to address the challenge of
over-expectations (by instructors) and under-expectations (by students) in the utility-
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based MRS. Surer et al., [77] approach the MRS issue differently by formulating the
problem as a constraint-based integer programming (IP) optimization model, where
different sets of constraints can be used to characterize the objectives of different
stakeholders. A recent survey [6] by Abdollahpouri et al., provides a good under-
standing of the MRS topic, providing insights into origins and discussing state-of-
the-art in the MRS field.

2.4 Evaluating fairness in recommender systems

Even though research on fairness has been a very active topic in ML community in
general, as well as in RS, there are not any works —to the best of our knowledge—
where authors address the goal we aim to achieve here: “propose an evaluation metric
that is capable of measuring fairness in RS”. The closest work is [78], where Tsintzou
et al., define a metric named “bias disparity” to capture the relative change of biases
between the recommendations produced by an algorithm and those biases inherently
found in the data. For this, the authors need to categorize both users and items, hence,
it is not possible to measure only user or item fairness as allowed by our framework.
Moreover, the most important disadvantage of the proposed metric is that the authors
do not provide a single value for a given recommender, but a table (similar to a confu-
sion matrix or contingency table) with all the possible combinations for pairs of user
and item categories. The proposed evaluation metric in the current work in hand (see
Section 3.1) could be interpreted as an aggregation of several values (one for each
attribute) by tabulating the data inside the integral allowing us to create a table like
the one reported in [78]; however, we prefer not to report the outcome as a table but
instead provide a metric that follows the standard definitions in RS and IR evaluation,
that is, that returns one value for each user/item.

Nonetheless, even though we have not found other papers specifically tackling the
problem of defining a fairness evaluation metric, papers that propose algorithms tai-
lored for fairness need to be evaluated somehow, and these metrics, although usually
based on heuristics, can also be considered to evaluate fairness. We start by describ-
ing the purely theoretical survey presented in [79], where the authors collect many
definitions from the literature about the concept of fairness. The following three could
be easily applied in a recommendation context: group fairness (equal probability of
being assigned to the positive predicted class), predictive parity (correct positive pre-
dictions should be the same for both classes), and overall accuracy equality (groups
have equal prediction accuracy). The last two could be computed by measuring the
precision or the error in each class and somehow comparing those values across all
the groups. This is exactly the idea behind MAD (absolute difference between the
mean ratings of different groups) used in [90]. Here, the authors Zhu et al., also use in
their experiments the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics of two distributions (predicted
ratings for groups) as a comparison. The main problem with these two approaches
and with some of the definitions in [79] is that they are only valid for 2 groups and
are focused on ratings —and, consequently, only valid for the rating prediction task,
which has been displaced by the community because it does not correlate with the
user satisfaction [43,61]—, mostly because fairness is addressed as a classification
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problem in ML. We find the same situation in [82] where the authors Yao et al., define
several unfairness quantities (non-parity, value, absolute, underestimation, overesti-
mation, and balance unfairness) that can only be applied to two groups of users and
based on prediction errors.

Finally, we found other types of metrics not directly based on prediction errors.
On the one hand, in [59] Liu et al., define a metric tailored for P-fairness (fairness
from the perspective of the providers in a multi-stakeholder setting) based on the
provider coverage, that is, the number of providers covered by a recommendation al-
gorithm. On the other hand, in [70] Sapiezynski et al., use the Matthew’s correlation
coefficient, since it allows to quantify the performance of an algorithm at a threshold
while, at the same time, it penalizes the classifier for classifying all samples as the
target class. In the paper, as some of the metrics presented above, the coefficient is
defined only for the binary case where the attribute has two possible values, how-
ever, it is possible to compute a multiclass version. Nevertheless, as proposed by the
authors, it can only be applied to user attributes.

Summing up, several metrics have been used to evaluate RS under different no-
tions of fairness. Their limitation can be summarized as follows (i) they tend to pro-
mote the notion of equality between groups constructed by sensitive attributes; for
example, the metric MAD [90] introduced earlier is minimized under equal perfor-
mance between two groups; (ii) they are often limited to user attributes that can be
binarized; (iii) they may not be able to isolate user-fairness and item-fairness evalua-
tion and study them in isolation, such as the bias disparity metric introduced in [78].
Instead, we believe the framework we present in this paper could open up several
possibilities in the field, since it overcomes all the above-mentioned limitations.

3 A probabilistic framework to evaluate fairness

We now present a probabilistic framework for evaluating RS fairness based on at-
tributes of any nature (e.g., sensitive or insensitive) for both items or users and show
that the proposed framework is flexible enough to measure fairness in RS by consid-
ering fairness as equality or non-equality among groups, as specified by the system
designer or any other parties involved in a multi-stakeholder setting.

In this section, we propose a framework based on generalized cross-entropy for
evaluating fairness in RS. Let U and I denote a set of users and items, respectively and
A a set of sensitive attributes, related to users or items, in which fairness is desired.
Each attribute can be defined for either users, e.g., gender and race, or items, e.g., item
provider (or stakeholder). Given a set M (for models) of recommendation systems,
we define the unfairness measure as the function

ω : M×A→ R+

The goal is to find a function ω that produces a non-negative real number for a recom-
mender system that represents and measures its (un)fairness. A recommender model
m ∈ M is considered less unfair (i.e., more fair) than m′ ∈ M with respect to the
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attribute a ∈ A if and only if ω(m,a) < ω(m′,a) [75]. Previous works have used in-
equality measures to evaluate algorithmic unfairness, however, we argue that fairness
does not always imply equality.

For instance, let us assume that there are two types of users in the system – regular
(free registration) and premium (paid) – and the goal is to compute fairness concern-
ing the users’ subscription type. In this example, it might be more fair to produce
better recommendations for paid users, therefore, equality is not always equivalent
to fairness – note that, in any case, the goal is to ensure that premium users receive
good (or better) recommendations without affecting the experience of regular users.
As an example, in a car navigation system that takes into account real-time traffic
information, it might be important to recommend different routes to users going in
the same direction. If they are all recommended to follow the same shortest (in terms
of time) path they might create a traffic jam thus giving to the users the feeling that
the recommendation engine is not working well. The point is, given a set of possible
paths to recommend having the same travel time, how to distribute the recommenda-
tions among the different users? A possible solution could be that of recommending
scenic (better) routes to premium users first and urban routes to free ones. In this case,
concerning the scenic/urban attribute, we have a non-equal behavior but, nonetheless,
the experience of regular users in terms of travel time is not affected by the choice of
the algorithm.
In this respect, the proposed recommendation does not introduce any unfair behaviour
among users regarding the final goal of the system and, at the same time, it fairly
takes into account the differences among users to differentiate the final result. Once
more, we wish to stress here that we do not want to deliberately differentiate between
users. Our proposal bases on the exploitation of items information and knowledge
(attributes) that does not affect the user utility of the final recommendations to pro-
vide fair diversification in the results.
In fact, in some tasks/domains, there might be a “cost” factor regarding the deliv-
ery/fruition of certain items. As an example, there could be “item supply” costs in the
e-commerce scenario, different “copyright” costs in streaming platforms, or “system
performance” costs in edge computing domains. Moreover, in some situations, there
might be an “additional advantage” that the system can exploit (if delivered items
belong to specific classes) without harming the users’ main utility.

3.1 Using Generalized Cross Entropy to measure user and item fairness

We define fairness of a recommender system with respect to an attribute a ∈ A using
the Csiszar generalized measure of divergence as follows [34]:

ω(m,a) =
∫

pm(a) ·ϕ
(

p f (a)
pm(a)

)
da (1)

where pm and p f respectively denote the probability distribution of the model m’s
performance and the fair probability distribution, both with respect to the attribute
a ∈ A [23]. A distinguishing property of this measure is that conceptually there are
no differences for the case in which pm and p f are discrete densities, in such a case
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Fig. 1 Simulations of values obtained using GCE fairness evaluation metric for different fair distribution
types p f and performance distributions pm and different β values. For example, when x-axis is 0.3 then
p = [0.3,0.7]. The blue curve represents p f = [0.5,0.5] while the red represents p f = [0.3,0.7]. It can be
noted when fairness means equality the representative blue curve is used, which is maximized at 0.5; this is
while when fairness means non-equality the representative red curve should be used, which is maximized
at a point non-equal to 0.5 (here 0.3). Curves under different β values differ mainly in their slope toward
extremely high (or low) values for pm.

the integral is simply replaced by the sum. Csiszar’s family of measures subsumes all
of the information-theoretic measures used in practice (see [54,45]). We restrict our
attention to the case when ϕ(x) = xβ−x

β ·(β−1) and β 6= 0,1 for some parameter β ; then,
the family of divergences indexed by β boils down to the Generalized Cross Entropy
(GCE)

GCE(m,a) =
1

β · (1−β )

[∫
pβ

f (a) · p
(1−β )
m (a) da−1

]
(2)

The unfairness measure ω is minimized with respect to attribute a ∈ A when pm =
p f , meaning that the performance of the system is equal to the performance of a
fair system. In the next sections, we discuss how to obtain or estimate these two
probability distributions. In the appendix, we present a theoretical analysis of the
appropriateness of this metric to measure fairness.

Note that the defined unfairness measure indexed by β includes the Hellinger
distance for β = 1/2, the Pearson’s χ2 discrepancy measure for β = 2, Neymann’s
χ2 measure for β = −1, the Kullback-Leibler divergence in the limit as β → 1, and
the Burg CE distance as β → 0. Figure 1 illustrates simulations of how GCE changes
across different β values.

If the attribute a∈ A is discrete or categorical (as typical attributes, such as gender
or race), then the unfairness measure is defined as:

GCE(m,a) =
1

β · (1−β )

[
∑
a j

pβ

f (a j) · p(1−β )
m (a j)−1

]
(3)

The role of β in the definition of GCE is critical, as we show in Figure 1. We ob-
serve, for instance, that at extreme values of pm, GCE obtains larger values for lower
values of β . Besides, according to [23], Pearson’s χ2 measure (which corresponds
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to β = 2) is more robust to outliers than other typical divergence measures such as
Kullback-Leibler divergence; hence, in the rest of this paper, unless stated otherwise,
we shall use this value for parameter β .

It should be noted that it would be straightforward to extract information for each
attribute value, as done in [78], and obtain a contingency table, however we believe
that an aggregation of values as presented in Equation 3 is easier to comprehend than
such tabulated information.

3.1.1 Defining the fair distribution p f

The definition of a fair distribution p f is problem-specific and should be determined
based on the problem or target scenario in hand. For example, one may want to en-
sure that premium users, who pay for their subscription, would receive more relevant
recommendations because running complex recommendation algorithms might be
costly and not feasible for all users.3 In this case, p f should be non-uniform across
the user classes (premium versus free users). In other scenarios, a uniform definition
of p f might be desired. Generally, when fairness is equivalent to equality, then p f
should be uniform and in that case, the generalized cross-entropy would be the same
as generalized entropy (see [75] for more information).

Note that p f can be seen as a more general utility distribution, and the goal is
to observe such distribution in the output of the recommender system. In this paper,
since we focus on recommendation fairness, we refer to p f as the fair distribution.

Finding fair distribution p f is challenging. It is task-specific and a fair distribu-
tion in one domain is not necessarily a fair distribution in another. However, gener-
alized cross-entropy is a general framework that allows researchers and practitioners
in different domains to define the fairness definition based on their needs. We leave
discussions on the various definitions of p f in different domains for the future.

3.1.2 Estimating the model distribution pm

The model distribution pm should be estimated based on the output of the recom-
mender system on a test set. In the following, we explain how we can compute this
distribution for item attributes. We define the recommendation gain (rgi) for each
item i ∈ I as follows

rgi = ∑
u∈U

φ(i, RecK
u ) ·g(u, i,r) (4)

where RecK
u is the set of top-K items recommended by the system to the user u ∈U .

φ(i, RecK
u ) = 1 if item i is present in RecK

u ; otherwise φ(i, Reck
u) = 0. The function

g(u, i,r) is the gain of recommending item i to user u with the rank r. Such a gain
function can be defined in different ways. In its simplest form, if g(u, i,r) = 1, the
recommendation gain in Eq. (4) would boil down to recommendation count (i.e.,
rgi = rci).

3 These scenarios are becoming more and more realistic especially in edge computing settings where
computational resources are often quite limited.
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A binary gain in which g(u, i,r) = 1 when item i recommended to user u is rel-
evant and g(u, i,r) = 0 otherwise, is another simple form of the gain function based
on relevance. The gain function g can be also defined based on ranking information,
i.e., recommending relevant items to users in higher ranks is given a higher gain. In
such a case, we propose to use the discounted cumulative gain (DCG) function that is
widely used in the definition of nDCG [53], given by 2rel(u,i)−1

log2(r+1) where rel(u, i) denotes
the relevance label for the user-item pair u and i. We can further normalize the above
formula based on the ideal DCG for user u to compute the gain function g.

As we can see in the definition of the gain function for items, it is possible to
flexibly specify the constraint under which fairness needs to be satisfied (e.g., based
on recommendation count, relevance, ranking, or a combination thereof). As such,
our approach extends considerably the previous approaches, e.g., [20,74,87] which
focused on a single aspect of fairness, e.g., either based on error or ranking.

Then, the model probability distribution pI
m is computed proportionally to the

recommendation gain for the items associated to an item attribute value a j. Formally,
the probability pI

m(a j) used in Eq. (3) is defined as:

pI
m(a j) =

1
Z ∑
{i∈I:ai=a j}

rgi (5)

where Z is a normalization factor set equal to Z = ∑i rgi to make sure that ∑ pI
m(a j) =

1. Under an analogous formulation, we could define a variation of fairness for users
u ∈U based on Eq. (4)

rgu = ∑
i∈I

φ(i, RecK
u ) ·g(u, i,r) (6)

where in this case, the gain function cannot be reduced to 1, otherwise, all users would
receive the same recommendation gain rgu. Then, to compute pU

m(a j), we similarly
normalize these gains as shown by Eq. (5).

It should be noted that, to avoid zero probabilities, we smoothed the previous
computations by using the Jelinek-Mercer method [88] as follows, where pE

m corre-
sponds to either pI

m or pU
m depending if rgi or rgu are used:

p̃E
m(a j) =

1
Z ∑
{e∈E:ae=a j}

rge

p̂E
m(a j) = λ · p̃E

m(a j)+(1−λ ) · pC

Ẑ = ∑
j

p̂E
m(a j)

pE
m(a j) =

p̂E
m(a j)

Ẑ

Here, smoothing is applied in the second equation, where we use a background
probability pC. In the experiments, we used λ = 0.95 and pC = 0.0001. Additionally,
to obtain more robust values of the probabilities estimated using the recommendation
gains, a slightly more complicated version of these formulations could be used where
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Table 1 A set of 6 users belonging to groups (classes) g1 and g2 and 10 items along with their true labels
marked by 3and 3 recommended items by recommenders Rec 0, Rec 1, Rec 2. All recommendation lists
recommend Top@3 items. Over all items recommended, in total Rec 0 is able to recommend 3 relevant
items for free users and 6 relevant items for premium users respectively; Rec 1 generates 1 relevant item
for each user regardless of her/his class; Rec 2 can recommend Top@3 items that are all relevant (i.e., ideal
precision equal to 1) for all users regardless of their class. The relevant items are marked as bold in each
recommendation list.

True Items Actually recommended
i1 i2 i3 i4 i5 i6 i7 i8 i9 i10 Rec 0 Rec 1 Rec 2

a1 user 1 3 3 3 {i1, i6, i8 } {i1, i5, i9 } {i1, i3, i7 }
a1 user 2 3 3 {i2, i5, i9 } {i2, i5, i7 } {i1, i5, i8 }
a1 user 3 3 3 {i1, i6, i7} {i2, i5, i9 } {i2, i7, i9 }
a2 user 4 3 3 3 {i3, i6, i9} {i4, i5, i6 } {i3, i4, i9 }
a2 user 5 3 3 3 {i1, i5, i7} {i1, i2, i10 } {i5, i7, i10 }
a2 user 6 3 3 3 3 {i2, i6, i9} {i1, i5, i8 } {i3, i6, i9 }

Table 2 Fairness of different recommenders in the toy example presented in Table 1 according to pro-
posed GCE and individual-level accuracy metrics. Note that p f0 = [ 1

2 ,
1
2 ], p f1 = [ 2

3 , 1
3 ], and p f2 = [ 1

3 , 2
3 ]

characterize the fair distribution as uniform or non-uniform distribution (of resources) among two groups.

GCE (p f , pm, β = 2) P@3 R@3p f0 p f1 p f2

Rec 0 -0.0952 -0.3201 -0.0026 1
2

1
6 .

19
6 = 0.530

Rec 1 0 -0.0556 -0.0556 1
3

1
6 .

9
4 = 0.375

Rec 2 -0.0079 -0.1067 -0.0220 1 1
6 .

23
4 = 0.958

the probabilities consider the average of gains rge in a user-basis instead of such gains
directly, since this is how typical evaluation metrics are computed in the RS literature.
For the sake of space, we avoid including such formulation here.

3.2 Toy example

For the illustration of the proposed concept, in Table 1 we provide a toy example
on how our approach for fairness evaluation framework could be applied in a real
recommendation setting. A set of six users belonging to two groups, each group is
associated with an attribute value a1 (red) or a2 (green), who are interacting with a set
of items is shown in Table 1. Let us assume the red group represents users with reg-
ular (free registration) subscription type on an e-commerce website while the green
group represents users with premium (paid) subscription type. A set of recommen-
dations produced by different systems (Rec0, Rec1, and Rec2) is shown in the last
columns. The goal is to compute fairness using the proposed fairness evaluation met-
ric based on GCE given by Eqs. (3) and (6). The results of the evaluation using three
different evaluation metrics are shown in Table 2. The metrics used for the evaluation
of fairness and accuracy of the system include (i) GCE, (ii) Precision, and (iii) Recall,
all at cutoff 3. Note that GCE = 0 means the system is completely fair, and the closer
the value is to zero, the more fair the respective system is.

By looking at the recommendation results from Rec0, one can note that if fair-
ness is defined as equality between two groups, defined through fair distribution p f
= [ 1

2 ,
1
2 ], then Rec0 is not a completely fair system, since GCE =−0.09 6= 0. In con-
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trast, if fairness is defined as providing recommendation of higher utility (usefulness)
to green users who are users with paid premium membership type, (e.g., by setting
p f2 = [ 1

3 ,
2
3 ]) then, since GCE is smaller, we can say that recommendations produced

by Rec0 are more fair for this type of users and also with respect to the other rec-
ommenders. Both of the above conclusions are drawn concerning the attribute “sub-
scription type” (with categories free/paid premium membership). This is an interest-
ing insight that shows the evaluation framework is flexible enough to capture fairness
based on the interest of the system designer by defining what she considers as fair
recommendation through the definition of p f . While in many application scenarios
we may define fairness as equality among different classes (e.g., gender, race), in
some scenarios (such as those where the target attribute is not sensitive, e.g., regular
vs. premium users) fairness may not be equivalent to equality.

Furthermore, by comparing the performance results of Rec1 and Rec2, we ob-
serve that, even though precision and recall improve for Rec2 and becomes the most
accurate recommendation list, it fails to keep a decent amount of fairness for every
parameter settings of GCE, as in all the cases it is outperformed by the other meth-
ods. Moreover, GCE only reaches the optimal value for Rec1 and p f0 , since that
recommender produces the same number of relevant items (one) for every user, inde-
pendently of the user group; in the other cases, since there are more relevant items on
the green than red users, the results reflect the amount of inherent biases in the data
due to the unequal distribution of resources among classes.

This evidences that optimizing an algorithm to produce relevant recommenda-
tions does not necessarily result in more fair recommendation rather, conversely, a
trade-off between the two evaluation properties can be noticed.

4 Experimental settings

In this section, we describe in detail the experimental setting adopted to validate the
proposed fairness evaluation model for RS.

4.1 Datasets

To address the research questions presented in Section 1, we use datasets from dif-
ferent domains with more or less sensitive attributes. This allows us to evaluate sev-
eral notions of fairness under user and item dimensions. More specifically, we have
used multiple product categories of the Amazon Review dataset [46,3]. This dataset
is a collection of product reviews aggregated at the category level, which also in-
cludes metadata from Amazon; in total it contains 142.8 million reviews spanning
from May 1996 to July 2014. Beyond ratings, these datasets include reviews (which
consist of ratings, text, timestamp, and votes from other users to determine how help-
ful a review is), product metadata (descriptions, category information, price, brand,
and image features [60]), and links (graphs with information about also viewed/also
bought items).

Overall the Amazon Dataset contains 24 different category-level datasets. Based
on the number of users, items, and transactions we have selected the following four
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datasets to conduct our study. The smallest one is Amazon Video Games, with more
than 1 million ratings, devoted to videogames sold on the Amazon Store. The second
dataset is Amazon Toys & Games, with more than 2 million transactions of toys and
tangible games. The last and largest dataset is Amazon Electronics, with almost 8
million overall ratings. Finally, we have also considered a classic recommender sys-
tems dataset, MovieLens 1 Million (MovieLens-1M), that contains 1,000,209 trans-
actions on the popular movie platform Movielens. It collects user feedback in the
movie domain on a 5-star scale, considering 6,040 users, and almost 3,900 items.
Additionally, the dataset provides users’ and items’ metadata, like user age, gender,
and occupation, while item descriptions contain the title, the distribution year, and
the genres.

4.2 Evaluation Protocol and Temporal Splitting

The experimental evaluation is conducted adopting the so-called “All Items” evalua-
tion protocol [19] in which, for each user, all the items that are not rated yet by the
user are considered as candidates when building the recommendation list.

To simulate an online real scenario as realistically as possible, we use the fixed-
timestamp splitting method [13,12], initially suggested in [28,43]. The core idea is
choosing a single timestamp that represents the moment in which test users are on the
platform waiting for recommendations. Their past will correspond to the training set,
whereas the performance is evaluated exploiting data that occurs after that moment.
In this work, we select the splitting timestamp that maximizes the number of users
involved in the evaluation by setting two reasonable constraints: the training set of
each user should keep at least 15 ratings, while the test set should contain at least
5 ratings; these thresholds were selected to keep a decent amount of users both in
training and test while having enough information in each split to train the recom-
mendation algorithms and compute the evaluation metrics. Training set and test set
for the four datasets are made publicly available for research purposes, along with the
splitting code.4

Finally, the statistics of the training and test datasets used in the experiments are
depicted in Table 3, where the difference in the number of transactions between the
original datasets (see the previous section) and the ones used in the experiments is
due to the constraints imposed in the splitting process. It is important to note that, in
any case, the processed datasets keep very small density values – between 0.054%
and 0.48% – as it is standard in the literature. Conversely, this severe splitting strategy
is not compatible with more classic (and smaller) datasets, like MovieLens-1M. In
MovieLens-1M a fixed timestamp splitting removes the majority of the transactions.
To include this classic recommender systems dataset, we have opted for a more lazy
temporal hold-out splitting. Even here, we split training and test data temporally, by
retaining the first 80% of user history as the training set, and the remainder as the
test set. However, in this setting, the split is made on a user-basis, by computing a
splitting timestamp for each user.

4 https://github.com/sisinflab/DatasetsSplits/
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Table 3 Statistics about the datasets used in the experiments.

Training Set

Dataset #Users #Items #Transactions Sparsity From To

Amazon Electronics 5,351 56,727 164,375 99.94584 07/14/1999 05/14/2013
Amazon Toys & Games 1,108 24,158 38,317 99.85685 07/22/2000 08/30/2013
Amazon Videogames 479 8,892 20,369 99.52177 11/18/1999 10/28/2011
MovieLens - 1M 6,040 3,667 800,193 96,38718 04/25/2000 02/24/2003

Test Set

Dataset #Users #Items #Transactions Sparsity From To

Amazon Electronics 5,351 28,792 74,090 99.95191 05/15/2013 07/23/2014
Amazon Toys & Games 1,108 9,192 15,169 99.85106 08/31/2013 07/22/2014
Amazon Videogames 479 4,171 8,114 99.59387 10/29/2011 07/21/2014
MovieLens - 1M 6,040 3,535 200,016 99,06322 04/25/2000 02/28/2003

4.3 Attribute selection and discretization

In this work, we follow an attribute-based analysis of fairness in RS. In particular,
we assume that users and items are associated with some attributes. Each attribute
partitions the users/items into a number of groups (classes) where users/items in each
group have the same attribute value (e.g., male or female for users) or (e.g., low-
priced or high-priced items). One of the main objectives in the attribute-based study
of fairness is to avoid discrimination against protected groups; as such these attributes
are quite often chosen as nontrivial or (in some cases) sensitive. Therefore, in this
section, we describe which user and item attributes were selected and how they were
discretized in a limited number of groups or classes.

We start by selecting some attributes that we feel are common enough to be found
in almost any recommender system, in this way, the presented analysis could be rel-
evant for both researchers that use domains not addressed in this work and industry
practitioners with different data. For items, we focus on their popularity, which cor-
responds to the number of interactions received by the items. Since the popularity
of items is a signal of the common ratings (or clicks, views, etc.) between users, we
aim to explore whether the most common CF algorithms are more prone to suggest
popular items. Similarly, for users we focus on the number of interactions registered
by the system from each user, that is, the level of user activity. In this way, we aim
to analyze the behavior of algorithms with respect to cold (i.e., user with few in-
teractions) or warm (i.e., users with many interactions) users, as they are topically
referenced in the literature. Additionally, we interpret the average rating provided by
the users as a signal of the level of satisfaction with respect to the system, we name
this user feature as happiness. In our experiments we aim to investigate whether the
recommenders behave fairly for satisfied (happy) and unsatisfied (unhappy) users.

Now, we select two attributes that are more specific to Amazon datasets and that
are, to some extent, sensitive for both users and system developers: item price and
user helpfulness. The price of an item is indeed an interesting and sensitive attribute,
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since many users may decide to select or buy a product just because of its price, even
when they know that another product might be more beneficial or suitable for them.
Hence, by including this attribute we aim to study whether classical recommenda-
tion approaches are more (or less) prone to recommend expensive or cheap products
– without including such information into the recommendation algorithm – which
might be perceived as not fair from the user perspective. The user helpfulness, on the
other hand, is a piece of information that is not widely available, but it is becoming a
frequent signal in review-based systems, since it allows users to vote on other users’
reviews, increasing the confidence on the system. In this way, we aim to analyze if
the most helpful users are provided with the best recommendations or not.

Finally, we select two attributes that can be found – or at least, requested for
– in any recommendation system, however, for privacy concerns they are not usu-
ally included in public datasets: age and gender of users. Since these attributes are
highly sensitive, among the datasets considered in this work, they are only available
in MovieLens-1M. Hence, we aim to analyze whether the recommenders behave in a
similar way regarding the different classes of these attributes, that is, if males and fe-
males5 receive recommendations of the same quality, and similarly for young or older
people (see later for a more detailed specification of the actual ranges considered).

Once the different user and item attributes are selected, we present how we dis-
cretized their values into a small number of classes or clusters. This step is not manda-
tory since our proposed metric could work with any number of categories or attribute
values, however, to make the presentation and discussion of results less cumbersome
and confusing, we prefer to limit the number of categories to a maximum of 4 in every
case. In general, we decided to create clusters based on quartiles, which are particu-
larly intuitive and allow to be generalizable to datasets of different nature, since the
intrinsic distribution of the attributes is taken into account. More specifically, item
price, user helpfulness, and user interaction were directly clustered into 4 quartiles
according to their original distributions. However, the rest of the attributes presented
some problems which made it impossible to apply a standard clustering technique
based on the quartiles. First, the item popularity showed so many ties for the least
popular items that it was not possible to define boundaries for the quartiles; for in-
stance, in Amazon Electronics the least 34,955 items had only 1 rating, while the
next 8,719 items had only 2 ratings, and so on.. To address this issue, we increased
the number of considered quantiles until we obtained 4 distinct clusters; this number
corresponds to 30 for Amazon Toys & Games, and 10 for Amazon Video Games

and Amazon Electronics. Regarding the last attribute, user happiness, we faced a
different problem, where the average user ratings is approximately 4. As an example,
in Amazon Electronics, the average user rating is 4.2, and 63.82% of the user rat-
ings are between 3.5 and 4.5, hence, the clustering based on quartiles would have lost
meaning. For this reason, we decided to set a reasonable threshold equal to 4 (com-
mon to the four datasets) to create only two categories: users whose average rating is
smaller than 4, and the rest, to separate users according to a predefined level of satis-
faction or happiness. Finally, for MovieLens-1M, we have analyzed three additional

5 We need to resort to a binary classification for gender since this is the information available in this
dataset.
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clusterings based on the available metadata: user age, user gender, and the distribu-
tion of item year. In detail, user age, and user gender are categorical features, while
item year is numerical. Regarding the item year, we have considered the same tech-
nique depicted before that makes use of quartiles. Concerning the user age, we have
built four age groups from the original age categories to make their size the most
similar to each other. For user gender, the two groups are already naturally clus-
tered, even though these groups are unbalanced. Tables 4-7 present statistics about
the resulting clusterings, respectively for Amazon Toys & Games, Amazon Video

Games, Amazon Electronics, and MovieLens-1M.
Finally, we note an issue we had to address regarding the computation of quantiles

with respect to the availability of side information. First, not all items had associated
metadata, whereas this is true for users, information for items is incomplete. Second,
items in the training set only correspond to a small fraction of the items in the whole
collection; hence, they might not be representative of the entire collection. Because
of this, we computed the quartiles (for the item price attribute, which is the only
one obtained through the metadata) according to two strategies: either based on the
overall metadata information or based only on the items with metadata that appear in
the training set. This information is included in Tables 4-6 in columns Price (TS) for
the case where the clustering is computed based on the training set, and in Price (M)
when the whole metadata is used. Additionally, in Figure 2 we present the histograms
of the 3 datasets comparing the two strategies to compute the quartiles. In the tables
we observe that the resulting item distribution in clusters when using all the metadata
is no longer uniform; similarly, in the histograms we see that the distribution is dom-
inated by those very cheap items when using all metadata information, whereas other
price values become visible when only the training items are represented. Hence, be-
cause of these issues, we shall work from now on with the strategy based on building
the clusters using information from the training set.

4.4 Baseline recommenders

We evaluate several families of Collaborative Filtering recommendation models. Be-
yond Nearest Neighbors memory-based models, we include latent factors models
considering two different kinds of optimization: the minimization of the prediction
error, and a pairwise learning-to-rank approach. More specifically, we include:

– Random, a non-personalized algorithm that produces a random recommendation
list for each user. The items are chosen according to a uniform distribution.

– MostPopular, a non-personalized algorithm that produces the same recommen-
dation list for all the users. This list is computed by measuring the items’ pop-
ularity and ordering the items according to that value in descending order. It is
acknowledged that popularity ranking typically show very good performance be-
cause of statistical biases in the data [19] and it is an important baseline to com-
pare against [33].

– ItemKNN [71,72], an item-based implementation of the K-nearest neighbor algo-
rithm. It finds the K-nearest item neighbors based on a specific similarity func-
tion. Usually, as similarity functions, Binarized and standard Cosine Vector Sim-
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(a) Amazon Electronics: training set (b) Amazon Electronics: metadata

(c) Amazon Toys & Games: training set (d) Amazon Toys & Games: metadata

(e) Amazon Video Games: training set (f) Amazon Video Games: metadata

Fig. 2 Histograms of the item price attribute (considering 100 bins) comparing two strategies to extract the
values from (that will be used later to compute the attribute categories): based on items from the training
set or based on all the items with associated metadata.

ilarity [16,21,58], Jaccard Coefficient [40,68], and Pearson Correlation [48] are
considered. The items in the neighborhood are then used to predict a score for
each user-item pair.

– UserKNN [24], a user-based implementation of the K-nearest neighbor algorithm.
It finds the K-nearest user neighbors based on a similarity function (usually the
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Table 4 Statistics about the user and item clustering methods for Amazon Toys & Games, where TS
means Training Set, M stands for Metadata, Pop Popularity, Hlpf Helpfulness, Int Interactions, and Hpns
Happiness. The rows 25%, 50% and 75% indicate the values of each attribute at that point of the dis-
tribution, which correspond to the boundaries between the first and second, second and third, and third
and fourth quartiles. Note that, ideally, the number of items (#Items) and users (#Users) in each cluster is
expected to be as uniform as possible.

Items Clusterings Users Clusterings

Statistics Price (TS) Price (M) Pop Hpns Hlpf Int

count 19,543 19,543 24,158 1,108 1,108 1,108
mean 33.82 30.91 1.59 4.28 0.36 34.58
std 57.30 56.42 2.31 0.44 0.17 40.67
min 0.01 0 1 1.71 0 15
25% 9.69 7.99 1 4 0.24 18
50% 18.12 15.85 1 4.31 0.34 23
75% 35 30.99 1 4.61 0.46 35
max 999.99 999.99 50 5 1.00 525

Clusters #Items #Items #Items #Users #Users #Users

0 4,893 3,870 22,234 264 277 326
1 4,880 4,808 729 844 277 246
2 4,911 5,213 461 277 262
3 4,859 5,652 734 277 274

Table 5 Statistics about the user and item clustering methods for Amazon Video Games, notation as in
Table 4.

Items Clusterings Users Clusterings

Statistics Price (TS) Price (M) Pop Hpns Hlpf Int

count 8,297 8,297 8,892 479 479 479
mean 56.28 40.89 2.29 3.93 0.51 42.52
std 85.66 67.98 2.92 0.57 0.18 65.67
min 0.01 0 1 1.67 0.04 15
25% 14.99 9.99 1 3.62 0.38 19
50% 28.99 19.99 1 4.01 0.51 25
75% 59.99 39.99 2 4.3 0.63 43
max 999.99 999.99 45 5 0.98 785

Clusters #Items #Items #Items #Users #Users #Users

0 2,075 1,411 6,812 231 120 146
1 2,076 2,182 736 248 120 99
2 2,143 1,829 684 119 116
3 2,003 2,875 660 120 118

same functions as described before for ItemKNN). The computed neighbors are
then used to predict a score for each user-item pair.

– SVD++ [56,57], an algorithm that takes advantage of a simple latent factors model
(trained through the stochastic gradient descent method), and it models and com-
putes user and item biases. SVD++ also considers implicit feedback to improve
learning.

– BPRMF (Bayesian personalized ranking - Matrix Factorization) [69,57], a matrix
factorization algorithm that exploits the Bayesian Personalized Ranking crite-
rion [69] to minimize the ranking errors.
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Table 6 Statistics about the user and item clustering methods for Amazon Electronics, notation as in
Table 4.

Items Clusterings Users Clusterings

Statistics Price (TS) Price (M) Pop Hpns Hlpf Int

count 47,660 47,660 56,727 5,351 5,351 5,351
mean 71.92 61.20 2.90 4.21 0.40 30.72
std 124.10 118.68 6.36 0.46 0.16 25.57
min 0.01 0.01 1 1.53 0 15
25% 10.06 9.95 1 3.96 0.28 18
50% 24.99 19.99 1 4.27 0.39 23
75% 71 51.91 2 4.54 0.51 34
max 999.99 999.99 275 5 1.00 500

Clusters #Items #Items #Items #Users #Users #Users

0 11,915 11,058 43,674 1,434 1,338 1,607
1 11,940 10,042 3,743 3,917 1,338 1,230
2 11,893 11,562 4,345 1,337 1,245
3 11,912 14,998 4,965 1,338 1,269

Table 7 Statistics about the user and item clustering methods for MovieLens-1M, notation as in Table 4.
In the right we specify the available statistics for the categorical attributes.

Items Clusterings Users Clusterings

Statistics Pop Year Hpns Int

count 3,667 3,883 6,040 6,040
mean 218.21 1986.07 3.72 132.48
std 328.97 16.90 0.43 154.19
min 1 1919 1 16
25% 25 1982 3.47 35
50% 92 1994 3.76 77
75% 273 1997 4.02 166
max 3,157 2000 5 1,851

Clusters #Items #Items #Users #Users

0 941 980 4,378 1,522
1 898 1,125 1,662 1,516
2 913 1,002 1,499
3 915 776 1,503

Users Categorical Clusterings

Cluster Age Cluster Gender

≤ 18 1,325 Female 1,709
> 18 ∧ ≤ 25 2,096 Male 4,331
> 25 ∧ ≤ 35 1,193
> 35 1,426

– BPRSlim (Bayesian personalized ranking - SLIM) [64], an algorithm that pro-
duces recommendations using a sparse aggregation coefficient matrix trained with
Sparse Linear method (SLIM), trained to maximize the BPR criterion.

These recommenders, as we shall analyze in the next sections, may produce some
biased or unfair recommendations. We now briefly discuss some starting hypotheses
about these algorithms regarding their sensitivity to the different attributes consid-
ered. First, regarding the Random method, it may replicate any inherent bias already
present in the user or item data, such as one class being over-represented, although
the recommendations are generated without exploiting any of the attributes, so this
effect might be reduced. Second, MostPopular would show a bias towards more pop-
ular items and, as a consequence, to any characteristics shared by those items (such
as price); it may also characterize better those users that are more satisfied with pop-
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Table 8 Tuned hyper-parameters for each of the tested recommendation methods.

Number of Neighbors Similarity Function

ItemKNN [50,60,70,90,100] [Jaccard Coefficient,Binary Cosine, Cosine, Pearson Correlation]
UserKNN [50,60,70,90,100] [Jaccard Coefficient,Binary Cosine, Cosine, Pearson Correlation]

Number of Latent Factors Learning Rate Iterations

SVD++ [10,20,30,50,100,150] [0.0005,0.005,0.05] [30]
BPRMF [10,20,30,50,100,150] [0.005,0.05,0.5] [30]
BPRSlim [0.0005, 0.005, 0.05, 0.5] [5,10,20,30]

ular recommendations. Third, ItemKNN and UserKNN exploit item-item and user-
user similarities based on interaction data, hence they are not expected to promote a
particular type of user or item, unless those are already over-represented in the in-
put recommendation data; however, it is true that researchers have exposed that, de-
pending on their parameters, these algorithms might behave as slightly personalized
versions of the MostPopular algorithm, hence replicating the same biased/unfair sug-
gestions [19,51,22]. A similar situation occur with the other recommenders, SVD++,
BPRMF, and BPRSlim, since they only exploit the user-item interaction matrix but,
depending on their hyper-parameters they might generate recommendations tailored
towards popularity (mostly, when these algorithms are optimized with respect to ac-
curacy), since these are expected to satisfy most users in the system.

For all these recommenders, we have performed a grid search to tune the param-
eters. We consider the range of values as suggested by the authors or by varying the
values of the parameters around the ones shown in the original papers as the best
performing ones; a summary of the considered values is shown in Table 8. Since a
fixed timestamp splitting simulates a realistic online scenario [28,13], k-fold cross-
validation would have been not applicable. Therefore, we have trained the models
with each considered combination of parameters relying only on training set data. we
have measured, for all the resulting models — by considering each combination as
an independent model — the accuracy and the fairness metrics. Lastly, for the sake
of clarity, we have reported in the paper the variants that maximize the nDCG metric
at cutoff 10. The optimal values are reported in Table 9.

4.5 Evaluation metrics

In our experiments, we compute accuracy metrics as it is standard in the litera-
ture [43]. The top-N recommendation accuracy metrics we have used are Precision
(P@N), Recall (R@N), and nDCG (nDCG@N), all at a cutoff N, which means that
we only consider top-N items within each recommendation list.

Precision is defined as the proportion of recommended items that are relevant to
the user:

Precisionu@N =
|RecN

u ∩T S+u |
N

where RecN
u is the recommendation list up to the N-th element and T S+u is the set

of relevant test items for user u. Precision measures the system’s ability to reject any
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Table 9 Optimal hyper-parameters according to nDCG@10.

ItemKNN Amazon Toys & Games Amazon Videogames Amazon Electronics MovieLens-1M
Number of Neighbors 50 50 50 70
Similarity Function Jaccard Coefficient Jaccard Coefficient Jaccard Coefficient Pearson

UserKNN Amazon Toys & Games Amazon Videogames Amazon Electronics MovieLens-1M
Number of Neighbors 90 50 100 90
Similarity Function Cosine Jaccard Coefficient Jaccard Coefficient Cosine

SVD++ Amazon Toys & Games Amazon Videogames Amazon Electronics MovieLens-1M
Number of Latent Factors 150 100 100 50
Learning Rate 0.0005 0.005 0.0005 0.005
Iterations 30 30 30 30

BPRMF Amazon Toys & Games Amazon Videogames Amazon Electronics MovieLens-1M
Number of Latent Factors 10 10 150 100
Learning Rate 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.005
Iterations 30 30 30 30

BPRSlim Amazon Toys & Games Amazon Videogames Amazon Electronics MovieLens-1M
Learning Rate 5 0.05 0.05 0.0005
Iterations 30 30 30 30

non-relevant documents in the recommended set. Recall, on the other hand, is defined
as the proportion of relevant items that are actually recommended:

Recallu@N =
|RecN

u ∩T S+u |
|T S+u |

Hence, recall measures the system’s ability to find all the relevant documents.
Since these two metrics do not pay attention to whether a relevant item was rec-
ommended near the top or closer to the cutoff, in IR metrics that explicitly assign
a gain to each ranking position are usually considered. The discounted cumulative
gain (DCG) is a metric of ranking quality that measures the usefulness of a docu-
ment based on its position in the result list. Since recommendation results may vary
in length depending on the user, it is not possible to compare performance among
different users, so the cumulative gain at each position should be normalized across
users. Hence, normalized discounted cumulative gain, or nDCG, is defined as:

nDCGu@N =
1

IDCG@N

N

∑
k=1

2ruk −1
log2(1+ k)

where k is the position of an item in the recommendation list and IDCG@N indicates
the score obtained by an ideal ranking of the recommendation list RecN

u that contains
only relevant items.

For comparison with the proposed GCE metric, we include two complementary
baseline metrics based on the absolute deviation between the mean ratings of different
groups as defined in [90]:

MAD(R(i), R( j)) =

∣∣∣∣∣∑R(i)∣∣R(i)
∣∣ − ∑R( j)∣∣R( j)

∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ (7)

where R(i) denotes the predicted ratings for all user-item combinations in group i
and

∣∣∣R(i)
∣∣∣ is its size. Larger values for MAD imply more considerable difference
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between the groups, interpreted as unfairness. Therefore, this notion interprets un-
fairness, where it is seen as inequality. Given that our proposed GCE in user-fairness
evaluation is based on nDCG, we adapt this definition to also compare average nDCG
for each group. We refer to these two baselines as MAD-rating (or MADr) and MAD-
ranking (or MADR). Finally, the reported MAD corresponds to the average MAD
between all the pairwise combinations within the groups involved, i.e.,

MAD = avgi, j(MAD(R(i),R( j))) (8)

When possible, the metrics are computed on a per-user basis, and the reported
results are the average of these individual values. We have used the RankSys6 frame-
work and adopted the threshold-based relevant items condition [28]. The evaluation
has been performed considering Top-5, Top-10, and Top-20 recommendations for all
datasets and a threshold of 3 for a 1-5 rating scale for deeming items as relevant for
all the four datasets.

5 Results

In this section, we discuss the results obtained in our experiments.

5.1 Analysis of item fairness results

We show in Table 10 a comparison of the item-based GCE using popularity as the
item feature for the four tested datasets. Due to space constraints, we only show
results for cutoff 10 and the nDCG performance metric, since performance at other
cutoffs or based on Precision and Recall were similar. Please note that largest nDCG
correspond to the most accurate system, and the highest GCE correspond to the most
fair system (GCE is always negative).7 The alternative baseline fairness metric MAD
(both variations MADR and MARr) produce most fair results closer to zero, i.e., the
smaller MAD the more fair is the model.

We observe that accuracy (defined through nDCG) and fairness (either defined
as our proposed GCE metric or using the MAD metric as reference) do not usually
match each other, in the sense that the best recommenders for one dimension are
different to those for a different dimension; for instance, Random is usually the best
recommender based on MADR and MADr, whereas BPRMF and UserKNN are the
best in terms of nDCG.

6 http://ranksys.org/
7 Please note that in Section 3 we defined an unfairness metric ω , the one producing a non-negative

value in which if ω(m,a) < ω(m′,a) we can conclude that model m is less unfair than model m′ (or
more fair). This would make our unfairness metric consistent with the literature, e.g., see [75] Section 2.3.
“Axioms for measuring inequality” where the authors define inequality as a non-negative value. Our GCE
metric reports values that are all negative, with the maximum occurring when GCE ≈ 0. Our proposed
GCE metric can be seen as a fairness metric, while the absolute form |GCE| represent unfairness (always
positive). For simplicity in discussing the results, however, we keep reporting the raw values for |GCE|,
considering the sign when saying larger or smaller.
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Table 10 ItemGCE using popularity as feature on the four tested datasets. The fair probability distribu-
tions are defined as p fi so that p fi ( j) = 0.1 when j 6= i and 0.7 otherwise – except for p f0 that denotes
the uniform distribution – and each column denotes the value obtained by GCE when such probability
distribution is used as p f in Equation 3. In bold, highlighted the best values for each metric.

Rec nDCG p f0 p f1 p f2 p f3 p f4 MADR MADr

Random 0.000 −7.97 −32.39 −32.39 −1.14 −2.51 0.002 0.000
MostPopular 0.008 −688.97 −1,874.78 −1,874.78 −1,874.78 −110.06 0.029 0.751
ItemKNN 0.004 −445.87 −82.79 −1,778.92 −1,778.92 −71.16 0.021 0.000
UserKNN 0.014 −520.00 −4,074.78 −85.48 −85.24 −83.08 0.043 0.001
SVD++ 0.012 −1,082.10 −2,944.10 −2,944.10 −2,944.10 −172.96 0.045 0.029
BPRMF 0.018 −1,299.14 −3,534.45 −3,534.45 −3,534.45 −207.68 0.012 0.011
BPRSlim 0.007 −9.05 −38.61 −22.80 −14.74 −1.28 0.005 0.003

(a) Amazon Electronics

Rec nDCG p f0 p f1 p f2 p f3 p f4 MADR MADr

Random 0.000 −15.98 −2.38 −44.25 −44.25 −44.25 0.000 0.000
MostPopular 0.001 −126.91 −345.97 −345.97 −345.97 −20.13 0.008 0.045
ItemKNN 0.002 −0.08 −1.52 −0.42 −0.52 −0.33 0.055 0.001
UserKNN 0.004 −0.01 −0.81 −0.38 −0.54 −0.53 0.028 0.001
SVD++ 0.003 −305.36 −831.35 −831.35 −831.35 −48.68 0.006 0.004
BPRMF 0.002 −146.48 −24.61 −586.48 −586.48 −23.30 0.010 0.008
BPRSlim 0.003 −0.12 −0.12 −1.40 −1.04 −0.62 0.011 0.036

(b) Amazon Toys & Games

Rec nDCG p f0 p f1 p f2 p f3 p f4 MADR MADr

Random 0.000 −11.85 −1.87 −48.40 −2.11 −48.40 0.001 0.001
MostPopular 0.004 −490.77 −1,335.68 −1,335.68 −1,335.68 −78.34 0.017 0.116
ItemKNN 0.013 −1.25 −3.68 −1.03 −7.72 −0.11 0.100 0.002
UserKNN 0.019 −1.23 −10.09 −0.95 −1.13 −0.18 0.084 0.002
SVD++ 0.005 −499.25 −1,358.75 −1,358.75 −1,358.75 −79.70 0.023 0.017
BPRMF 0.008 −3.08 −2.18 −17.12 −8.14 −0.36 0.024 0.032
BPRSlim 0.011 −1.45 −3.18 −8.48 −2.45 −0.11 0.034 0.019

(c) Amazon Video Games

Rec nDCG p f0 p f1 p f2 p f3 p f4 MADR MADr

Random 0.004 −1.88 −13.70 −2.76 −1.15 −0.22 0.034 0.010
MostPopular 0.081 −7,579.95 −20,618.25 −20,618.25 −20,618.25 −1,212.61 0.578 199.972
ItemKNN 0.095 −5.73 −40.18 −5.73 −3.16 −0.78 0.188 0.016
UserKNN 0.107 −6,584.00 −26,336.27 −26,336.27 −1,055.21 −1,053.29 0.271 0.040
SVD++ 0.070 −5.84 −7.20 −38.98 −3.76 −0.79 0.420 0.387
BPRMF 0.094 −5,841.91 −23,366.07 −23,366.07 −940.19 −934.54 0.278 0.360
BPRSlim 0.097 −2,938.53 −23,031.61 −476.20 −472.90 −470.02 0.190 0.448

(d) MovieLens-1M

Under equality – i.e., p f0 – UserKNN is the recommender system with high-
est values of GCE (the most fair) in Amazon Toys & Games and Amazon Video

Games, whereas Random and BPRSlim are the most fair ones in Amazon Electronics

and MovieLens-1M. As a validation of the proposed metric, by focusing on the row
for the MostPopular recommender, we notice that it always obtains higher (better)
values of GCE under p f4 . This is the situation where recommending more popular
items is deemed (more) fair by the system designer (they have a larger weight in the
probability distribution).
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Table 11 ItemGCE using price as feature on Amazon Toys & Games. Notation as in Table 10.

Rec nDCG p f0 p f1 p f2 p f3 p f4 MADR MADr

Random 0.000 −11.95 −48.74 −1.84 −48.74 −2.29 0.001 0.000
MostPopular 0.001 −84.80 −339.23 −15.84 −339.23 −13.41 0.028 0.149
ItemKNN 0.002 −0.15 −1.88 −0.60 −0.80 −0.14 0.009 0.000
UserKNN 0.004 −0.07 −0.43 −1.17 −0.92 −0.22 0.025 0.002
SVD++ 0.003 −203.82 −33.81 −815.83 −815.83 −32.47 0.022 0.017
BPRMF 0.002 −0.79 −2.67 −4.47 −1.52 −0.03 0.017 0.014
BPRSlim 0.003 −0.29 −0.57 −0.34 −0.32 −3.37 0.016 0.053

If we now focus on the two extreme non-uniform situations (either very long
tail or very popular items, i.e., p f1 or p f4 , respectively), Amazon Electronics and
Amazon Video Games show similar results, since BPRSlim has the largest values
for popular items and Random for long-tail items; on the Amazon Toys & Games

dataset, on the other hand, BPRSlim is the most fair regarding long-tail items and
ItemKNN for popular items, even though BPRSlim also shows good values for pop-
ular items, consistent with the results found for the other datasets. MovieLens-1M,
on the other hand, shows a different behavior: SVD++ provides more fair results
in terms of long-tail items, whereas Random and ItemKNN show good values for
popular items. These results do not match any of the previously discussed datasets,
probably because the domains and rating elicitation process are very different (in
Amazon, ratings are associated with a review).

Hence, we conclude that ItemKNN, BPRSlim, and UserKNN are prone to sug-
gest more items from the head of the distribution, although this does not mean they
do not recommend tail items, since the values obtained when less popular items are
promoted through the fair distribution are not too small either – as it is the case of the
MostPopular algorithm, which only recommends items from the fourth category of
items, and thus the final GCE value gets distorted by the near-zero probability of the
other categories –; SVD++, on the other hand, and BPRMF to a lesser extent (since
this depends on the dataset), seems to be tailored to promote mostly popular items,
producing similar values as those obtained by the MostPopular algorithm. These re-
sults agree with previous observations on the biases evidenced by different algorithms
in several datasets [19,51,22], as discussed previously in Section 4.4. Moreover, if
we look at the results through the lens of which models promote recommendation of
long tail items, we can see that BPRSlim and Random are the most capable methods.

For the sake of space, from now on we focus our attention on the analysis of the
Amazon Toys & Games dataset, the rest are shown in Appendix B. Hence, Table 11
shows the item-based GCE values obtained using price as the item feature. In this
case, and in contrast to the scenario where popularity is used as the item feature,
the MostPopular recommender does not show a distinctive pattern, since it obtains
higher values for p f2 and p f4 ; this is probably due to the inherent biases in the data,
indicating that popular items tend to appear in the low-to-medium and high price
clusters. These patterns in the data are also evident when checking the results for
Random, where the same two clusters (p f2 and p f4 ) produce the highest GCE values.

As with the popularity feature, UserKNN is the best method under equality con-
straints on the same dataset; however, the situation changes drastically when other
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fair distributions are considered since the nature of the item features is very different.
For instance, now, the method that produces more fair recommendations for more ex-
pensive items (p f4 ) is BPRMF, followed by ItemKNN. Regarding the least expensive
items, UserKNN performs the best, followed by BPRSlim, which also obtains good
performance values in the two intermediate clusters. These results provide interesting
insights into the performance of these models. We can observe that nDCG produces
results for most recommendation models that are too close - without providing any
transparent/distinguishable difference; under the proposed GCE metric, we obtain a
more transparent/detailed understanding of how these models behave with respect to
the promotion of more expensive items against cheap items. This capability might
be important for the system designer in order to know which models to choose for
different e-commerce settings.

Based on this, we conclude that there are some recommendation techniques more
prone to recommend expensive or cheap products – a highly sensitive item attribute,
even when this information is not included in the training data of the algorithms.
Thus, we observe that ItemKNN, UserKNN, and BPRMF tend to include more ex-
pensive items in their recommendations (also considering the results for the other
domains as presented in Table 14). However, as discussed before, some of these re-
sults might be attributed to the inherent biases of some algorithms to produce more
popular items. This effect is, indeed, not negligible, although it depends strongly on
the domain since the relation between popularity and price may change from do-
main to domain: the MostPopular algorithm obtains very good values of ItemGCE
in Amazon Electronics for all distributions except when the most expensive items
are promoted, a similar situation is found in Amazon Video Games, although the
obtained values are larger, whereas the optimal cases in Amazon Toys & Games are
found for p f2 and p f4 .

5.2 Analysis of user fairness results

In this section, we analyze the user variation of the GCE metric. For this, in Table 12
we show the results of the three tested user features (happiness, helpfulness, and
interactions) on the Amazon Toys & Games dataset; results for the other datasets
are included in the appendix.

The first thing we notice when considering equality as fairness is that the values
are much smaller than in the case of item features, even reaching an optimal of 0, for
BPRMF in the happiness feature, although the other optimal recommenders in the
other datasets for this scenario also obtain values very close to the optimal one.

Let us now analyze the other scenarios, where fairness is not equivalent to equal-
ity. In this case, there is no recommender that obtains a perfect value, although again
happiness seems to be the easiest feature where something similar to perfect fair-
ness might be achieved, since BPRSlim shows a −0.02 value for p f2 . ItemKNN and
BPRSlim tend to obtain good performance values for the three features, in particular
ItemKNN is the best recommender for the users with more interactions, together with
those users with least helpful reviews; BPRSlim on the other hand is the best one for
the users with least interactions and for the happiest users.
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Table 12 UserGCE for Amazon Toys & Games dataset using the three user features considered. Notation
as in Table 10, except for the Happiness attribute, where p fi ( j) = 0.1 when j 6= i and 0.9 otherwise when
used as p f in Equation 3.

Rec nDCG p f0 p f1 p f2 MADR MADr

Random 0.000 −4.05 −13.83 −0.09 0.000 0.000
MostPopular 0.001 −0.01 −0.44 −0.23 0.000 0.121
ItemKNN 0.002 −0.25 −1.44 −0.04 0.002 0.008
UserKNN 0.004 −0.20 −1.23 −0.05 0.003 0.049
SVD++ 0.003 −0.01 −0.43 −0.23 0.001 0.018
BPRMF 0.002 0.00 −0.33 −0.31 0.000 0.104
BPRSlim 0.003 −2.01 −7.20 −0.02 0.003 0.939

(a) Happiness

Rec nDCG p f0 p f1 p f2 p f3 p f4 MADR MADr

Random 0.000 −6.24 −0.96 −25.93 −1.25 −25.93 0.000 0.000
MostPopular 0.001 −0.26 −2.27 −0.14 −1.57 −0.36 0.001 0.118
ItemKNN 0.002 −0.01 −0.45 −0.54 −0.44 −0.84 0.001 0.013
UserKNN 0.004 −0.10 −0.91 −0.14 −0.60 −1.32 0.003 0.031
SVD++ 0.003 −0.08 −1.24 −0.23 −0.94 −0.39 0.002 0.002
BPRMF 0.002 −0.28 −0.94 −0.22 −3.01 −0.33 0.002 0.081
BPRSlim 0.003 −0.02 −0.72 −0.44 −0.78 −0.36 0.001 3.145

(b) Helpfulness

Rec nDCG p f0 p f1 p f2 p f3 p f4 MADR MADr

Random 0.000 −9.54 −26.73 −26.73 −26.73 −1.35 0.000 0.000
MostPopular 0.001 −19.60 −154.54 −4.09 −3.32 −3.28 0.001 0.186
ItemKNN 0.002 −0.05 −0.58 −0.70 −1.03 −0.22 0.001 0.025
UserKNN 0.004 −0.02 −0.84 −0.55 −0.63 −0.31 0.001 0.038
SVD++ 0.003 −0.03 −0.70 −0.72 −0.71 −0.25 0.001 0.003
BPRMF 0.002 −0.02 −0.58 −0.46 −0.36 −0.94 0.001 0.208
BPRSlim 0.003 −0.04 −0.49 −0.64 −0.28 −1.07 0.001 9.001

(c) Interactions

In summary, we conclude that ItemKNN is inherently tailored to users with many
interactions and less helpful users, whereas BPRSlim seems to provide better and fair
recommendations for happy and cold (few interactions) users. Interestingly, although
both of these models leverage item-item similarities based on user interactions, we
can observe that, under GCE, we find contrasting results with respect to their perfor-
mance in the study of item and user fairness.

Regarding the most sensitive attributes (i.e., helpfulness in these results, together
with age and gender as shown in the Appendix), we conclude that helpfulness is
a dimension that is not too discriminated against by the algorithms, since its GCE
values in all datasets and under any distribution function is low. On the other hand,
age and gender (only reported for MovieLens-1M as explained before for privacy
concerns) as reported in Table 17 present much more variation; in particular, the
most popular algorithm provides better recommendations to younger users, whereas
Random, ItemKNN, and BPRSlim produce good recommendations to users on the
other end of the spectrum. Additionally, it is very interesting to observe that under
equality (i.e., p f0 ), almost every algorithm obtains fair recommendations with re-
spect to the gender attribute; this is not true, however, when fairness is defined as
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Table 13 Spearman correlation value between recommenders ranked based on GCE values for p f0 and
the indicated fair distribution p f for Amazon datasets and user and item attributes.

Attribute p f Amazon Electronics Amazon Toys & Games Amazon Video Games

Price p f1 0.10 0.85 0.85
p f2 0.28 0.70 0.74
p f3 0.17 0.78 0.52
p f4 0.73 0.63 0.83

Popularity p f1 0.77 0.84 0.91
p f2 0.95 0.93 0.78
p f3 0.93 0.93 0.84
p f4 0.99 0.92 0.94

Happiness p f1 1.00 0.63 0.59
p f2 −1.00 −0.29 −0.22

Helpfulness p f1 0.10 0.74 0.50
p f2 0.25 0.35 0.11
p f3 0.36 0.64 0.77
p f4 0.58 0.43 0.52

Interactions p f1 0.66 0.88 0.41
p f2 0.55 0.73 0.39
p f3 0.46 0.68 0.37
p f4 −0.21 0.29 0.21

promoting one of the two considered genders. In particular, females (p f1 ) obtain bet-
ter results with Random, ItemKNN, and BPRSlim, probably because they are under-
represented, whereas males receive good enough recommendations simply by ex-
ploiting the most popular algorithm, evidencing that the tastes of the majority of the
population matches those of the over-represented attribute value.

5.3 Discussion

When analyzing the presented approach and reported results from a global point of
view, we can finally answer the three research questions posed at the beginning of the
paper.
RQ1. How to define a fairness evaluation metric that considers different notions of
fairness (not only equality)? We have presented a novel metric that seamlessly works
with either user or item features while, at the same time, it is sensitive to different
notions of fairness (through the definition of a specific fair distribution): either based
on equality (by using a uniform distribution) or favoring some of the attribute values
(such as most expensive items or less happy users). This is a critical difference with
respect to other metrics proposed in the literature to measure fairness, which should
be tailored to either users or items or that implicitly assume equality as fairness (see
Section 2). In our experiments, this becomes obvious when comparing the results
found for the proposed GCE against those found for MAD-based metrics, since the
optimal recommender in the latter case is usually Random, mostly because this type
of algorithm is unbiased by definition. However, the proposed GCE metric allows
capturing other concepts typically considered when evaluating recommender systems
such as relevance and ranking.
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RQ2. How do classical recommendation models behave in terms of such an evalu-
ation metric, especially under non-equality definitions of fairness? We summarize
the results obtained as follows. Recommendation algorithms based on neighbors
performs well in general: whereas UserKNN performs well (considering producing
fair recommendation) under equality for item attributes, ItemKNN (together with
BPRMF) perform well either under equality or non-equality constraints. Addition-
ally, BPRSlim produces fair results under extreme scenarios of fairness (i.e., p f1 or
p f4 ), again for item attributes. These conclusions also apply, to some extent, to the
results not discussed so far, which are shown in the appendix. It should be considered
that the presented results correspond to the values obtained when optimizing for ac-
curacy (the recommenders were selected according to their nDCG@5 values), hence,
a slightly different behavior could have been obtained if each metric was optimized
independently. We do not include these results because we are more interested in an-
alyzing how state-of-the-art algorithms (typically selected and assessed with respect
to accuracy metrics) behave with respect to fairness oriented metrics.

RQ3. Which user and item attributes are more sensitive to different notions of fair-
ness? Which attribute/recommendation-algorithm combination is more prone to pro-
duce fair/unfair recommendations? We assume this can be understood as those cases
where results for equality differ too much from results for non-equality. To properly
analyze this issue, we compare the rankings obtained for all the tested recommenders
(not only the 7 presented which correspond to those with optimal parameters, but
the 95 combinations for all parameters) and compute Spearman correlation between
the results using the distribution under equality constraints and the other cases (see
Table 13). We observe that the item popularity is more or less stable, whereas the
item price depends heavily on the dataset; on the other hand, the user attributes (help-
fulness, interactions, and especially happiness) are the least stable, since their corre-
lations are the lowest ones. This evidences that user attributes are more sensitive to
different notions of fairness, since the performance of recommenders change more
drastically when equality and non-equality distributions are used.

6 Limitations

Although the experimental evaluation shows the effectiveness of the proposed fair-
ness evaluation system, there are some limitations we highlight and discuss in the
following. The aim of this section is to shed light on these shortcomings and what
we deem important for future extension. We further discuss our proposals for future
works on Section 7.

– Granularity of attributes: it is not obvious how different granularities of the pro-
tected attributes (finer or larger) may impact on the proposed metric, or even if
more than one attribute wants to be considered at the same time, for instance, by
combining multiple attributes or exploring how some attributes impact on others.
However, we argue that this is a potential issue that many fairness-aware metrics
would be sensitive to, since all of them consider – to some extent – the range of
the attributes, either as raw values or by comparing their frequencies or probabil-
ity distributions (as we do here).
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– Choice of recommendation models: The main recommendation models consid-
ered in this work were different variation of CF models, namely ItemKNN, UserKNN,
SVD++, BPRMF, and BPRSlim. Hence, all of these techniques exploit, in some
way or another, the similarity of interactions performed by the users. It would
have been interesting to consider the performance in terms of fairness of ap-
proaches based on content (or hybrid models). Modern recommendation models
utilize a wealth of side-information beyond the user-item matrix such as as social
connections [15], multimedia content [38,39] as well as contextual data [11] to
build more domain-dependent recommendations models. In particular, it may be
interesting to analyze the impact and sensibility of sensitive attributes-based rec-
ommendation strategies on fairness evaluation metrics. As an example, it could
be mentioned the demographic recommenders, that take the age or gender into
account when showing the recommendations. Moreover, it would be interesting
to evaluate also other recommender systems families, like Graph-based [81] and
Neural Network-based recommenders [47].

– Connection with constrained-based recommendation: Given the flexibility of the
presented framework to measure a non-uniform distribution of resources among
members of protected groups — defined by sensitive features —, we believe it
would have been useful if the problem formulation of the framework could in-
corporate constraints factors, for example capacity constraints, time constraints,
space/size constraints, and so forth (see e.g., [30] for good pointers to the topic).
These are the situations in which we may want to distribute recommendations
benefits in a non-uniform manner.

– Evaluation of fairness for user-item categories: In this work, we have analyzed
the fairness by considering user or item attributes. However, another interesting
research path is to consider user and item attributes jointly. In this respect, we may
represent the joint distribution of users and items in the clustering via a matrix (or
a tensor) in which each axis represents a specific clustering. This challenging idea
paves the way to a different perspective on fairness. In this sense, while the idea
of combining user and item attributes in fairness is not novel, to the best of our
knowledge, it could be the first attempt to analyze fairness inequality considering
both users and items.

– Parameter selection: As discussed in Section 3, the GCE metric for fairness eval-
uation has some parameters that need to be set by domain experts. The fair dis-
tribution p f is one of these parameters that may be difficult to obtain without
comprehensive research.

7 Conclusions and the road ahead

In this paper, we proposed a flexible, probabilistic framework for evaluating user and
item fairness in recommender systems. We conducted extensive experiments on real-
world datasets and demonstrated the flexibility of the proposed solution in various
recommendation settings. In summary, our framework can evaluate fairness beyond
equality, can evaluate both user fairness and item fairness, and is designed based
on theoretically sound foundations, which makes it interpretable. In the preliminary
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version of this work presented at the RMSE workshop at the ACM RecSys 2019 con-
ference [37], we analyzed the results from the conducted experiments by winning
participants using our proposed fairness evaluation metric. We realized that an evalu-
ation based on the item fairness as defined in the RecSys Challenge 2017 [9] —that is
according to the types of users (regular vs. premium)— captures additional nuances
about the different submissions.8 For instance, the proposed winner system produces
balanced recommendations across the two membership classes. This is in contrast to
our expectation that premium users should be provided with more favorable recom-
mendations (under a scenario where there is a cost in the item supply).

On the other hand, when exploiting user attributes in a classical recommendation
task to evaluate user fairness, we observed interesting insights related to the differ-
ent recommendation algorithms. So far, we have studied the case where users are
clustered according to their activity in the system (interaction attribute), but also ac-
cording to more sensitive attributes such as age and gender. In both cases, we have
found that algorithms with very similar performance values obtain very different val-
ues of user fairness, mostly because the recommendation methods behave strikingly
different at each user cluster, hence validating the expected behavior of the proposed
metric. Additionally, we compare our proposed metric against baseline metrics de-
fined in the literature (such as MAD [90]), which have been extended to be also suit-
able for ranking scenarios; it becomes evident that these metrics, cannot incorporate
other definitions of fairness in its computation; hence their flexibility is very limited.

In summary, our framework is especially useful when there are some qualities
that the system designer wants to discriminate among the users, either based on mer-
its, their needs or in a general case of free/premium users. We can mention other
examples under this general case, consider as an example mobile v.s. PC users, prob-
ably particularized to a specific algorithm; in this case for instance we expect that a
contextualized method performs better when the user is moving. The same holds for
new v.s. old users where we expect a non-personalized algorithm should work better
for old users when there is no known history and so forth.

In the future, we aim to extend this work along the following dimensions. First,
in this work, we presented a principled way to derive an evaluation measure for fair-
ness objectives. The evaluation framework presented in this work is learning-model
agnostic, which means it is not validated for building an actual fairness-aware sys-
tem. Rather the focus was to measure fairness of RS based on different user and
item attributes. A natural extension would be to use this metric in the learning step
of recommendation models, e.g., by optimizing the model parameters with respect
to the proposed fairness metric. Second, we plan to simultaneously incorporate user
and item fairness into the generalized cross-entropy computation, in order to evalu-
ate both multiple objectives in a single framework. Third, another natural extension
of our proposed fairness evaluation framework is to utilize it for scenarios where
the system designer has to take into account multiple sensitive attributes (e.g., gen-
der and race) simultaneously as a fairness criterion. As a first approach, this could
be achieved by constructing all possible combinations of the sensitive attribute val-
ues (e.g., black man, black woman, white man and white woman) and measure how

8 In this challenge, the users correspond to the items being recommended.
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fair recommendations are for each individual combination separately [84]. Moreover,
it this study we mainly studied the trade-off between accuracy and fairness metrics,
however, recommendation evaluation consists of many other aspects, including diver-
sity. Exploring the connections between these metrics and recommendation fairness
evaluation would be an interesting future direction. Last but not least, conducting user
studies to understand the correlation between user satisfaction and fairness computed
using GCE is an interesting future direction that we would like to pursue.

Appendix A: Theoretical analysis of GCE properties

In this appendix, we provide a theoretical analysis of the proposed probabilistic metric, i.e., GCE, for
measuring unfairness. Previous work [75] has explored four properties to be satisfied by inequality indices,
including unfairness inequality. These properties are (1) anonymity, (2) population invariance, (3) transfer
principle, and (4) zero normalization.

We claim that GCE satisfies these four properties. In this appendix, for the sake of clarity, we prove
that the mentioned properties are satisfied by a simplified version of the proposed probabilistic unfairness
metric, i.e., GCE when p f is uniform. We follow our proofs based on the GCE formulation for discrete
attributes, presented in Equation (3). Assuming p f being uniform, the GCE formulation is:
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where pm(a j) = v j/Z, i.e., Z = ∑
n
j=1 v j , and µ = Z/n denotes the average value. For brevity, we denote

Iuniform(m,a) as Iuniform(v) where v = [v1,v2, · · · ,vn] ∈ Rn is the vector of all values corresponding to the
attribute a obtained by the model m.

Anonymity. According to the anonymity property, the inequality measure should not depend on the
characteristics of attributes except for their values obtained by the model. As shown in Equation (9), the
inequality measure only depends on the value of attributes, i.e., v js and the average value µ which again

is computed based on the values as
∑

n
j=1 v j

n . Therefore, this property is satisfied by Iuniform.

Population invariance. This property indicates that the inequality measure is independent of the
population size.

Proof. To prove that Iuniform satisfies the population invariance property, assume v′ =< v,v, · · · ,v >∈Rnk

denotes a k-replication of the vector v. Therefore, Iuniform(v′) is computed as:
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The transfer principle. According to the transfer principle, also known as the Pigou-Dalton principle
[35,67], transferring benefit from a high-benefit attribute value to a low-benefit value, if it does not reverse
the relative position of values, must decrease the inequality.

Proof. Assume we transfer δ from v j to v j′ , such that v j > v j′ and 0 < δ <
v j−v j′

2 so this transfer does not
reverse the relative position of these two attribute values. This results in v′ = [v1,v2, · · · ,v j−δ , · · · ,v j′ +
δ , · · · ,vn] ∈ Rn. Therefore,
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To obtain the maximum value of this function, we compute its derivative with respect to δ and set it
to zero, as follows:
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Therefore, Iuniform(v′)< Iuniform(v), and thus Iuniform satisfies the transfer principle.

Zero normalization. According to this property, the inequality measure should be minimized when
all attribute values are equal (i.e., the uniform distribution). The minimum value for the fairness metric
should be zero.
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Proof. To prove this property, we use the Lagrange multiplier approach. The Lagrange function is defined
as:
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Setting the above partial derivatives to zero results in v1 = v2 = · · ·= vn = µ . Therefore, we have:
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Therefore, Iuniform satisfies the zero normalization property.

Summary . In this appendix, we theoretically study GCE and the provided proofs show that GCE satis-
fies the anonymity, population invariance, transfer principle, and zero normalization properties, under the
uniformity assumption for the fair distribution. The proofs can be extended to the general case by relaxing
the uniformity assumption, since we do not use any property of the uniform distribution in the proofs and
just use its simple form to improve the readability and clarity.

Appendix B: Full results

In this section we present the results for all the datasets and item and user attributes that were not included
in the paper because of space constraints. First, we show in Table 14 the item GCE based on the price
attribute for the datasets (instead of only limited to toys, as in Section 5.1).

Second, our results on user attributes – that is, interactions, helpfulness, and happiness for Amazon
datasets, and age and gender for MovieLens – is presented for the datasets (together with the analysis
already shown in Section 5.2 for Amazon Toys & Games): Amazon Electronics is described in Ta-
ble 15, Amazon Video Games in Table 16, and MovieLens-1M in Table 17.
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